
14 March, 2019 Big Salty B.O.D. 

 

Meeting Notes 

Attending 
Jubal Sackett, Maisie Grace, Bootstrap, Long Walker, Utahan Tex, Kioti Jack, Wasatch Shep, Tin Camp, Arizona Rose 

Announcements 
Range Conditions: 

➢ Still working, but with weather conditions as of late still work to do 

➢ Gravel has been laid in some areas 

➢ Rule sign back up along with poles along entrance 

➢ Sackett has meeting with Lee Kay, UDot and other officials on Friday 22nd of March 

➢ Sackett will be placing a memorial clock in the office (SASS Clock) 

Discussion 
➢ Discussed up coming WASR/Big Salty Range class; Sackett is reviewing class Bootstrap put together will put 

intensive Skedda training on it so all folks are aware of to use the range must be on skedda and paid. Class is 

pure range specific of its rules and conditions to use along with safety that is based on the NRA Chief RSO 

Course. 

➢ Discussed and decided to list a maintenance page on web site, and who is sponsoring what bay. Putting a 

maintenance page up will allow folks to always have a list to pull from for their Hour/Range improvement in 

leu of paying for range use (individual use). Normal range clean up after use was clarified as not being an 

improvement and does not waive any fees for individual use. 

• Bootstrap will get maintenance page up on web site and list sponsors to Bays 

➢ Sackett is engage with Tactical guys on plexie glass and doors on court house 

➢ Decided to clean up fix cemetery and place head stones to lost Cowboys where will not interfere with 

tactical shooters. 

➢ Was decided to change Locomotive from B.S. Express to Chaos Express. 

➢ Discussed that Arizona Rose and Tin Camp are donating a derringer, and desire that it is given away to the 

worst Train wreck on the Locomotive stage, “Chaos Train Wreck” 

➢ This Saturday 16 March will be a range walk after shoot to discuss projects and get a list of work for new web 

page on maintenance. 

➢ Tri-Fold created by Bootstrap will be placed on web site so all have access to download and use, e.g. gun 

shows, scout events etc… 

➢ Discussed Posse Marshals; Shorty was not able to be one this year and current proposed PMs is as follows 

and yet to be locked in or asked minus Sackett and Long walker; 

• Marshal John Morrison 

• Harry Trigger 

• Long Walker (Locked in) 

• Juan Bad Hombre 

• Twelve-Mile 

• Jubal Sackett (Locked in) 
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➢ Discussed Door prizes, have currently about 15-20. Anyone that secures door prizes (new in wrappers, not 

donated old clothes, books, etc. all though recycled new door prizes are acceptable). Still following the 

belief that shooters come to shoot not prizes. If secure any hand off to Bootstrap and Maisie. 

➢ Sackett confirmed guns for raffle, not sure of type yet. 

➢ Costume prizes will be plaques Shep is cutting and Bootstrap will do up 

➢ All awards on order and current supplies will be handed off to Bootstrap to start organizing 

➢ Next BOD Meeting will be Friday April 12th, 2019 at 1900hrs (7:00pm) at Sacketts office 

Roundtable-left over from  BOD in January  
Went over task for 2019 Annual: 

Task POC 

Write Stages  

i.  

Col. Butch Simons 

Shoot book Bootstrap 

Registration & Tracking Bootstrap 

Main Match Awards Bootstrap 

Side Match Awards Present Butch, Make cards Leo 

Overall Awards Bootstrap 

Costume Awards Bootstrap 

Raffle Items Sackett lead, but anybody can donate to raffle 

Door Prizes Maisie Grace 

Shooter Packets Butch 

Inventory of Targets Butch, Sackett, Rusty 

Name Tags Leo 

Bay Maintenance ALL 

Spray Weeds Arizona Rose, Tin Camp-May need assistance 

Schedule Banquet Forum Sackett 

Order more awards if need be to include comm pin Sackett, Leo 

Target Repair Rusty Razor 

Ice Cream Social Pistol Pat 

Recruitment of Vendors ALL 

Check In Linda Simons/ 

Water/and water up keep during match Arizona Rose but will need assistance 

Scoring Rabbit-Aces 

Posse Books Bootstrap 

Side match Books Bootstrap 

Anthem  ?? 

Posting of colors Police Exploders  

  

Side Match Stations:  

1. Derringer/Pocket Pistol Rabbit/Festus 

2. Speed Pistol/Rifle Rusty Razor/Anita Gunn 
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3. Long Range Pistol Utahn Tex 

4. .22 Rifle/Pistol Tamarack 

5. Lucas McCain Bootstrap 

6. Rifle Poker Shoot Maisie Grace 

7. Speed Shotgun Col. Butch Simons 

8. Long Range Rifle Utah Justice/El Juez 

9. Plainsman Sackett 

 


